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Good Environmental Practice to 
Reduce Faecal Load to Waterways

Nelson North Country Club
Trevor James; December, 2019 

• Hi, my name is Trevor James. I am a senior resource scientist at Tasman District Council.

• At the lunch break I was asked by a farmer “I have spent all this money on my farm, but I don’t know if it has made a difference?”

• I answered by saying “without actually monitoring his stream directly it is difficult to say.” 

• There have been steady improvements in far more of our monitoring sites, than those experiencing declining water quality. 

• This frontispiece photo shows rank grass left in a swale (low dish-shaped area) in the paddock that only flows during rain events.  This swale prevents runoff of sediment and disease causing
bacteria into the Buller River. Full marks to this farmer!



The Main River Water Quality Issues
in Tasman

• Small creeks in summer - water temperature is high 
and dissolved oxygen is low

• Poor macro-invertebrate condition
• High filamentous green algae cover
• High concentrations of disease-causing organisms in 

pasture catchments  

Gardner Valley Creek 
at Mission BrNeds Creek

• All my photos presented today have been collected over the last 3-5 years. 

• The issues in the Tasman District come from the small creeks.  Even research from modelling show that 70% of the contamination in our water come from small streams.

• The small streams are very important both  for water quality and biodiversity

• Often these streams don’t have shade so temperatures rise and  dissolved oxygen drop and this reduces fish life.
• These streams also have poor macro-invertebrate numbers, and high levels of filamentous green algae, both of which are biological indicators of poor water quality.

• Our streams have high levels of disease causing organism in our pastoral catchments.

• And again on the topic have the farmers been worth it?

• We have 29 monitoring sites in the Tasman and we have far more trends going in the improving direction than in declining.  So much credit goes to the farmers for these changes.

• However there are instances  when the ball drops, or we don’t even realise the ball is dropped.  This can been seen in both urban and rurals streams.  It is a matter of learning to look at waterflows on 
our land through new educated eyes. 
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E. coli in Tukurua Stream 

• In this case study I present one of the most intensely monitored waterways in Tasman.  It is the Tukurua Stream, in Golden Bay.  It is an ecologically-important stream covered with native bush with a camp ground at the bottom end of it.  The kids would swim in the stream, 
especially when the tide was out, about 100 m upstream from the mouth.

• Upstream of the campground there are over 30 houses and a dairy run-off block. The farm had fenced off all the waterways and stock crossings on the creek were very infrequent.

• I started studying this stream because of a Nora Virus Outbreak in the campground in Jan 2010. The source of the outbreak wasn’t from the stream, it came from infected persons using the kitchen.

• Never-the-less samples from the stream showed an issue there too.  So we included it into our bathing watering sampling  programme for a decade after.  We monitor popular swimming places over summer when people are likely to swim (not in high flow times when it is 
unsafe to swim).

• So in March 2010 we did some microbial source tracking of stream samples and found ruminant, human and a little avian faecal matter in the samples.

• So in Jan 2012 we initiated a septic tank survey of 20 properties and found that 3 were failing. 

• These were upgraded and no more human markers were found and the E coli settled down

• However, continued monitoring showed on-going spikes in E coli.

• We walked over the farm so many times and could not see any obvious sources. 

• Then ...
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Tukurua 
Stream 

case study 

• Then we found stock water troughs were a source.  They were hard to detect because the problem was only occasional.

• Photos of the troughs are shown on the bottom of this slide. You can see the over-flows from the trough and the pugging around them. As we know from several studies around the 
country cows are much likely to defecate when their hoofs are wet.

• This faecal material flowed from around the troughs and into the waterway that was adjacent

• To attempt to fix the problem, the troughs were moved 30 m back from the stream in a flat area of paddock.  The farmer was very cooperative once he understood the problem.

• E.coli concentrations in the stream improved but then spiked again. This time we were more alert to troughs and found another similar situation with an over-flowing trough in the 
paddock upstream.

• Latter again we found runoff from a winter standoff area was flowing into the stream as shown in the photo at the top. This all flowed into the stream just to the right of the photo and 
much of this would have been stored in the stream right through to summer. 
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• The stand off was moved and now the number and concentration of spikes we get in the stream is much lower than when we started monitoring in 2010.

• Even though it is easier in these smaller-scale catchments to show a cause and effect and deliver actions that can solve problems, this case study shows that you still often have to look hard often 
over a long period of time. 

• The lesson learned for farmers is that whenever effluent builds up it can flow into small waterways and then the disease-causing organisms will stay in the river for a long period. 

• It is rainfall events these organsms get re-suspended and can cause spikes in E.coli you see in the graphs.  We all need to recognise these situations as possible contamination sources and respond 
to them. 

• Now these issues have been solved the stream has stayed at low levels for over 2 years. 

• This can be done collectively on larger catchments.   
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Aorere Catchment Project
Collective action improved window mussel farm harvest 
from <30% to consistently >60%

Main sources: 
- Shed effluent
- Races
- Stock access

• Lets look at some actions by farmers in some bigger catchments in Tasman.  

• In the Aorere Catchment E coli was being detected in reasonably high concentrations in the sea around mussel farms located 2km offshore. 

• Mussels, being filter feeders, consume the E coli and can’t be harvested when levels are high and this was affecting the mussel farm livelihoods. 

• Most farmers, not liking the thought that they were affecting others livelihoods joined together to tackle the problem

• They tackled it on 4 fronts:  

• Removed the over land flows that you can see from the effluent sump in this picture on top left

• Installed overpasses to take cattle out waterways as seen in bottom left picture

• Tackled runoff from laneways as seen in the bottom pictures by building swales and diverting flow away from waterways and into long grass into a paddocks. 

• Ensured that effluent was no longer ponding as seen in the top right photo. 
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• This is a picture of race in a rain event where effluent from the race is running along the race and into a drain and then off and into the stream

• This farmer is making a cut out to ensure that the race effluent is draining out into the paddocks into long grass.

• The runoff is being directed onto pasture to filter through the grass.  This will trap a lot of the faecal bacteria on land. 

• In the Aorere catchment by the end of the project 24 out of 34 farms developed voluntary farm environment plans

• Each farm plan included a 5 year, action plan for BMP implementation.  An audit of farm plans showed that on average 78% of actions identified had been completed

• Over $1.6M was invested in on-farm best management practices ($67,000 per farm)

• The collective action  resulted in improving  harvesting of mussels  only 30% of the time and to 60% of the time.

• The E coli levels did fall in in this catchment.  And these changes have been sustained

• To learn more about the Aorere project see https://www.landcare.org.nz/file/aorere-booklet-sm/open
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Sherry Catchment Project

• These posters were produced out of the Sherry River project  in 2003 which is some of the earliest research showing  clear evidence of large peaks in E Coli following  dairy cattle crossing rivers

• https://icm.landcareresearch.co.nz/knowledgebase/publications/public/cows_in_creeks_poster.pdf

• And then demonstrating a  3- fold  reductions in E coli following the building a bridge to cross the river and remove cattle from streams

• https://icm.landcareresearch.co.nz/knowledgebase/publications/public/cows_out_of_creeks.pdf

• Once these  major contamination sources are dealt the focus needs to be  on critical source areas.  You need to keep looking for critical source areas  across the seasons and recognise them 
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Grass filter strips or wetlands 
at funnel points

• A graphic example of a critical source area from winter cropping/grazing and resultant sediment and faecal discharge is shown in this photo taken in the Moutere catchment, near Nelson. 
Runoff from the paddock funnels into the creek (marked by the red arrows) near the ponded areas.
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Grass filter strips or wetlands 
at funnel points

• This is the same paddock with the funnel point enlarged

• This funnel point needs to be fenced off to allow a grass filter or even  introduce a small wetland or sediment collection pond to filter the water.

• Yes it won’t mitigate flows of sediment and E coli in a very high flow storm event, but it will be effective for many of the more minor events. 

• It is important to know that once the disease causing bacteria enter the waterway, they continue to bleed off down the waterway

• So it is important to stop as much of it as you can from entering the water but accept that you can’t stop  it  all especially in very high flow events
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• These photos show how grazing and cropping can effect ephemeral (flow occasionally) streams which then flow on to ecologically important permanently-flowing 
streams.  

• They are streams that flow through paddocks during wet periods and they are often grazed by stock and faecal material can accumulate in them

• In the top left photo you can see the effect of ephemeral streams in a cattle grazed paddock in winter. 

• Bottom left is a winter cropped paddock with an ephemeral stream flowing through it.

• All these streams load up disease causing bacteria into larger waters

• On the bottom right sheep are grazed in winter on a very wet hillslope which then flows into a drain and then straight into the Motueka River

• The issue is not the grazing itself but rather it is the connectivity between the flow from the paddock and  the waterway.  We need to break this  interconnection with 
either grass setbacks or ponds and wetlands
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Sometimes stock access to streams is concealed

• Some of the gullies are disguised.

• You can see in the top left what looks like a well planted gully

• But underneath thy are plantings are heavily pugged by stock.  Stock may even be camping under these plantings in cold or hot
conditions and accumulating faecal material



Diversion of clean water away 
from critical source areas

• These are the yards for a woolshed during a period of wet weather in winter

• The solution to this sediment discharge issue to the waterway was very easy, but the issue hadn’t been identified by previous farm visits which 
were in dry conditions.  And the farmer was used to seeing it and thought nothing of it.  

• During the rain, water would flow off the hill side and wash straight through the yards taking disease causing bacteria into a nearby Sherry River 

• Tasman DC came up with a solution for the farmer to simply install a culvert under the yards and then discharged out into a paddock well away 
from the waterway. The Council even supported the farmer by paying for the culverts. 
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The Good (left) and 
the Bad

• Here on the left the farmer have left an ungrazed grassy swale in the paddock to catch any sediment from the cropland well before it 
gets to the Buller River.  A good effort. 

• Here on the right is another example of a critical source area which is flowing into a stream during winter grazing. An area of 1-2% of 
the paddock should by fenced off and kept as long grass during intensive winter grazing like this. 
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Disease-causing Organisms Combined 
with Fine Sediment

• Some streams have a lot of fine sediment in them.

• When cloaked in sediment and protected from the sun disease causing bacteria can live much longer. 

• Some streams may have ‘naturalised’ sources of E coli. This means that they are living outside the gut of a warm-blooded animal and likely to have lost the ability to cause disease in humans and stock. 

• This may be case in the Pohara Beach site in Golden Bay where on spring high tides the seawater interacts with debris (leaves, logs and algae etc) at the top of the beach. We typically get very high spikes of our 
indicator bacteria during these times.  

• We are going to do a study with ESR to see if these high peaks are associated with disease causing bacteria.  If not we can ignore the test in this instance.

• But in most occasions our indicator bacteria for fresh and seawater are associated with disease causing bacteria
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